














　　　　　　　　　Sports suspension tuned exclusively for RS to enhance
　　　　　　　　　cornering performance and high-speed stability during sports
driving. The large diameter (Ø32) damper piston provides precise and stable
damping from low speed to high speed piston rates. Uprated rebound spring
provides excellent vehicle support to achieve more stable cornering. Suspension
is developed individually to take into account the weight differential between 
the 6MT and CVT transmissions. All 4 dampers and springs are included in the set. 
Vehicle’s height is reduced by 20 to 25mm. 

                                   　 　　　Suspension tuned specifically to take
　　　　　　　　　　   　　　into consideration the weight and
position of the IMA battery installation, and to maintain the ideal front
and rear weight distribution of the car for sporty handling and drivability.
All 4 dampers and springs are included in the set. Vehicle’s height is
reduced by 20 to 25mm. 

The clutch weight is reduced
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Please contact your nearest MUGEN official dealer regarding application of MUGEN brake parts for your vehicle.
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